Here, || || is the symbol for the norm in the appropriate group. Notice that the choices of definitions for bounded group, bounded homomorphism, and cross-product norm achieve the stated goal of making (gι> Si) -> g\gi an d g -+ g~ι bounded homomorphisms. The need for a pseudo-norm rather than a norm arises as we attempt to define a quotient norm for G/H, when H is normal in G. Given ~g in G/H, define heH This norm satisfies properties (i)-(iii); however, the condition \[g\\ = 0 does not imply that g is in H. Notice that the projection map π: G -» G/H is a bounded homomorphism.
The quotient norm will appear repeatedly in this work, so we prove now a simple and crucial lemma. LEMMA 
Let H be a normal subgroup of bounded group G, and let Π: G -• G/H be the projection map. Endow G/H with the quotient norm. Then there exists a bounded section s: G/H -> G, so that Πos = 1.

Proof.
Given ε > 0, for each g there exists an h ε in H such that Pick such an h ε , and define s(U(g)) = gh ε .
Then p(Π(£))|| = ||^A β || < L + ε = \\Ώ(g)\\ + e. π
The bounded cohomology groups of a bounded group G are defined directly in terms of the bar resolution [2] . Let A and G be bounded groups, and let A be a left (7-module. The (j-module action must be bounded; i.e.,
The chain complex consists of free (7-modules B n (G) . In non-homogeneous coordinates, B n {G) has generators [x\/ /x n ]> ^-tuples of elements of G, with the normalization condition that
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The group B n (G) is bounded with the following norm inherited from G:
For a and b in B n {G), \\a+b\\ = ||α||+||6||. Anrc-cochain/: B n (G) -+A is a (/-module homomorphism, bounded as a group homomorphism, uniquely determined by its values on the generators. These n-cochains form a group and are denoted Yίom For the proof of boundedness, note that in each direction elements of G are multiplied a finite number of times before the cross-product norm is applied. For a fixed n, these actions are bounded, and thus B n (G) and B' n (G) are bounded isomorphic. D
We would like to know if the quotient Hg(G,A) itself can be considered bounded. First, a natural norm to assign an n-cocycle / in HomQ (B n (G) 
is the sup norm.
11/11 = sup IMI Verifying the conditions for Z£(G, A) (the «-cocycles) to be a bounded group depends on knowing that / is bounded and that A is a bounded group. Now we define the norm for the cohomology class of / by the quotient norm:
2. Low dimensional cohomology groups. We first note two standard results about the zero-and one-dimensional bounded cohomology groups. Given a bounded G-module action on any bounded group A, it is clear that H^{G, A) is A G . H£ (G, A) is easily seen to be isomorphic to the group of all bounded crossed homomorphisms modulo the principal ones. Our concern is with the relationship between H£(G, A) and extensions. We develop the theory for the case of central extensions and trivial G-module action. The results easily extend to the case of bounded module action.
Let G and K be bounded groups, and let K be abelian. A bounded central extension E of K by G is defined as a central extension with bounded homomorphisms / and π.
E:0 -^K -Ux -^G-+1
Let E and E 1 be two bounded central extensions of K by G; then E and E f are congruent if there exists a bounded homomorphism β, with bounded inverse β~ι, such that the following diagram commutes:
The collection of such congruence classes is denoted Cent^G, K). Assuming non-homogeneous coordinates and trivial G-module action on K, we construct the groups H£(G, K). An tf-cocycle / has the property that Our goal is to associate a congruence class in Centb(G,K) to each cohomology class in H% (G, K) .
Given / in H£(G,K) as just defined, form the group X consisting of all pairs (k, g), k in K and g in G. The group operation is defined {k\, g\){k 2 , g 2 ) = (fci + k 2 + f(g\, g 2 ), g\g 2 ).
A bounded group was defined in order to make this extension group X bounded. LEMMA 
X is a bounded group under the following norm:
Proof. Clearly || (fcg) || >0.
The bounds from the group operations in K and G combine with the bound on / to make the operation in X bounded. Similarly, we see that \\{k, g)\\ -> \\{k, g)~ι|| = | K-/c -f(g g->), g~ι)\\ is bounded. D The homomorphisms are defined to be: Since G has a norm equivalent to the quotient norm, there exists a bounded section s: G -» X by Lemma 1. We require further that s{\) = 1, which may only affect the bounded condition of s by a constant. Define Δ in Zj(G, K) by
A(a,b)=s(a)s(b)s(ab)-K
The class of Δ is easily seen to be an element of Z 2 (G, K); as a composition of a finite number of group operations it is bounded. LEMMA 7. IfE and E f are congruent bounded central extensions s To demonstrate the potential usefulness of redefining the spectral sequence in this way, we construct the Lyndon spectral sequence. We can then relate the bounded cohomology of a group and its subgroup. Where inserting the word "bounded" in the standard arguments causes no problem we simply state the result. Complications arise later, however, and we deal with those in detail.
For H a normal subgroup of bounded group (?, and A & bounded (/-module, form the bicomplex
The two differentials are defined, for / in
There are two filtrations of this bicomplex-by the indices p and q. That each induces a bounded cohomology spectral sequence on Tot K is laborious but straightforward. First we identify the Eι terms. Reverse the indices for the second filtration, and recall that E 1^ =
H"PH I( !{K). For fixed p, H'«(K) is the bounded cohomology of G/H with coefficients in Y{om b H (B p (G),A).
This group 
/=o
The maps ηh and ?/ are easily seen to be bounded, and they satisfy the identity ηζ = 1. The following is a bounded chain homotopy between ζ and η. In the next result, restriction to the case when G/H is finite allows us to obtain both the isomorphism and a bounded map. First we will demonstrate that L < R. For all a in B P (G/H), 'vnϊ δ ,, h \\f{a) -δ"h\\ < R. So it is possible, given ε > 0, for each a, to pick h a such that
Here we use the fact that G/H is finite. Now look at the norm on the left.
S a
The infinum over all g is less than or equal to values obtained plugging in specific g in K p>q~ι :
This is true for all ε, so L < R. To show R < L, we again start by considering the norm R. For each ε > 0, pick a ε such that 
a
As a result, L > R; in fact we now know that L -i?, so the isomorphism is bounded. D
We state the following lemma without proof, for the isomorphism is generated by a standard chain transformation easily seen to be bounded. 
= b Hom G/H (B p (G/H),H«(H,A)).
Taking the cohomology of H" q p with respect to δ' yields the cohomology of G/H:
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Assume A has characteristic zero. Because G/H is finite, most of the terms of the spectral sequence vanish and a useful isomorphism emerges. The E'£* q term, for p > 0 and q > 0 is the cohomology of a finite group with coefficients in a module of characteristic zero; thus the term is zero. The only non-trivial E 2 terms are on the fiber, and all differentials are zero. Therefore, τ?tθ,n _ τrfθ,n LEMMA 10. E% n ^b H^{ΎotK).
Proof. By definition, 
